
Blade Ta’var’s Shattered Ties Playlist: 
 

1. Way of the Sword by Peter Roe: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jbszddcg1Es 
A great song depicting the thrill of battle and conflict. I love the title of the song 
as well as it captures how we are solving our problems with CNS. 

2. Star Sky (Extended Remix) from Two Steps from Hell: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KgQCgqUe3LE 
It’s over CNS. Goodbye. 
Lyrics Excerpt: 
Burn the page for me 
I cannot erase the time of sleep 
I cannot be loved so set me free 
I cannot deliver your love 
Or caress your soul so 
Turn that page for me 
I cannot embrace the touch that you give 
I cannot find solace in your words 
I cannot deliver you your love 
Or caress your soul 

3. Brotherhood by John Dreamer: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ILkvEc5TsNA 
This song depicts a brotherhood of people (CSP) going through the struggles of 
warfare together and hopefully winning in the end. 

4. Strength of a Thousand Men from Two Steps from Hell: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qwJj2EpC8vg 
In the thick of battle, everyone fights for their life. 

5. A Hero Will Rise by Armen Hambar: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ICnjiCS0edw 
At some point during the war, a hero will rise. Or many… 

6. This is my World by Peter Roe: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dIlFq6SkhjU 
A hero grabs the reins of destiny and leads boldly onward to victory. 
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7. FINAL MISSION-QUANTUM BURST from Gundam 00 Movie OST: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=re0jXF7dZ8w 
Epic Final Space Battle. Need I say more? 

8. World on Fire feat. Patti Hermoso by Eddie Hermoso: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2yQzPTBMk7g 
I’ll let the lyrics speak for themselves.  
Lyrics Excerpt: 
From these cinders, rise, and 
With these flames we’ll carve our destiny. 
Aim for visions yet unseen 
Rage on! 
Run wild! 
Fly free! ... .. . 

9. Victory from Two Steps from Hell: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KbOo2Kvngdg 
Victory in its essence. Wonderful, yet hard fought. Exalted Victory! 

10. End of My Journey by John Dreamer: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=90PRvlhOLSk 
Every war must come to an end. A lot of feelings come with it. This speaks to it 
so beautifully.  
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